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Merchants of Doubt or investigating Corruption

Dear friends,
Next week – from Monday 24 to Friday 28 April – members of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe (PACE) will meet in Strasbourg and decide whether their institution
has a future. The question is whether there is a majority of members in PACE prepared to act
in the face of what German daily Der Tagesspiegel called "the biggest corruption scandal in
the history of the Council of Europe" and launch an independent investigation.
The battle lines are drawn. The outcome is uncertain. In early March a credible proposal for a
robust, external investigation of possible corruption – as requested by numerous delegations
and MPs in January – was submitted by the secretary general of PACE, Wojciech Sawicki.
Sawicki Memorandum on investigating corruption
Open letter to PACE members: backing Sawicki –
(27 March 2017)
The Sawicki proposal remains contested. For weeks now, those opposed to an independent
investigation have tried to muddy the waters, divert attention and change the subject –
merchants of doubt, trying to argue away the accumulating evidence of a major crisis. They
ignore the most obvious argument for a serious investigation, as explained to the Guardian by
former Swedish minister of justice Tobias Billstrom (EPP). According to the paper:
"Billström said it would be inconceivable for the Council of Europe to turn down a
request for an independent investigation when it faces 'so many serious allegations...
which concern the ability of the parliamentary assembly to function as it was intended, as
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a watchdog against corruption.' He urged MPs in the assembly to endorse 'very good'
proposals drawn up by its most senior official, Wojciech Sawicki, setting out the terms
for an independent inquiry."

The first confrontation will take place in the Bureau of the Assembly – a body of 33 members
– on early Monday morning in Strasbourg.
The issue before the Bureau is not to declare whether the government of Azerbaijan or
members of its delegation have indeed for many years tried to corrupt individual members of
PACE, something that has become known as Caviar Diplomacy. The issue is whether there is
a majority in PACE that is willing to find out and to investigate the allegations.

In dubio pro reo

The principle of innocent until proven guilty is central to the European legal tradition. Let us
assume, therefore, that Luca Volonte, the former PACE member from Milan accused of
having been bribed by Azerbaijan, is an honourable politician, who has always represented
his voters with integrity and voted in line with his conscience. Let us also assume the
following:
•

That there is a good and innocent explanation for the e-mail Volonte sent to
Azerbaijani PACE member Elkhan Suleymanov in July 2011 after his first trip to
Baku:
"Dear Elkhan, Thank you for everything!!! Thanks to you I have discovered a
very interesting country, our friendship is certainly growing!! Thanks, your gifts
are very tasty and very precious!!!"

•

That there is a good explanation why Volonte sent invoices amounting to €320,000 to
members of the Azerbaijani delegation in late 2012.

•

That these members can explain why Volonte received 220,000 Euro for consulting
services on the account of his company LGV, sent via the Marshall Islands, the UK
and the Baltic states, as ESI already described:
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"On Christmas Eve 2012, another transfer of €220,000 was made to the bank
account of LGV. The money came from two companies – Metastar Invest,
registered in Birmingham, and Jetfield Network Limited, registered on the
Marshall Islands, a chain of volcanic islands and coral atolls in the Pacific
Ocean – and reached Italy via two banks in Estonia and Latvia. The purpose of
the first transfer was described as 'Fir consultinq Service'."
•

That Volonte performed real work in exchange for this fee, consulting Azerbaijan on
how to improve its image and human rights record, as he told Italian journalists in a
recorded interview.

•

That there is a good explanation why – in seeming violation of the Code of Conduct of
PACE – Volonte did not declare these payments when he voted on the human rights
record of Azerbaijan.

•

That there is a good reason why, following the defeat in PACE in January 2013 of a
resolution on political prisoners in Azerbaijan, which he lobbied against
strongly, Luca Volonte wrote to Elkhan Suleymanov:
"Hi did you forget about me after your victory… ☺"

•

That the alleged link investigated by leading investigative journalist and former
political prisoner Khadija Ismayilova between the origin of payments to Volonte and
Azerbaijan's first family is irrelevant to this case.

•

That there is an innocent explanation why PACE Member Tobias Billstrom explained
to the Guardian that:
"'very credible members' had told him they had been offered bribes to vote in a
certain way."

•

That there is a good explanation for the recent statements by a former Azerbaijani
ambassador to the Council of Europe, Arif Mammadov, who told the Guardian that:
"…the oil-rich country's delegation at the Council of Europe had €30m to spend
on lobbying its institutions, including the Council of Europe assembly.
'Everyone' in the Azerbaijani delegation had heard of this number, although 'it
was never written down', he told the Guardian. 'It was said this money was to
bribe members of the delegations and [PACE] generally.'"

•

That, other than Luca Volonte, no other members of PACE, invited to Azerbaijan in
recent years by Elkhan Suleymanov, have ever received gifts worth more than €200 or
business and consulting contracts, even though investigations by Der
Tagesspiegel suggest a larger scandal may be waiting to be discovered.

In the spirit of in dubio pro reo, information that suggests serious violations of the PACE
Code of Conduct does not allow reaching firm conclusions yet. But more than enough is
known to require a serious investigation.
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Three bad reasons against Sawicki

It would appear, then that the obvious way forward is to do what more than 100 members of
PACE called for in a declaration dated 25 January 2017:
"To establish, without delay, an external, fully independent and impartial inquiry into all
allegations of improper conduct or corruption that may have sought to influence the work
of the Assembly in recent years, focusing in particular on allegations surrounding the
vote on political prisoners in Azerbaijan in January 2013; the conclusions of the inquiry
and its recommendations should be made public directly to the Assembly and the public
at large"

And yet, there are still many opponents to this. Some oppose any investigation; others
opposed a credible and independent investigation.
Three reasons have been advanced in recent weeks against an independent investigation. First,
that there is already a legal procedure in Italy against Luca Volonte, so there is no reason to
actually carry out an additional inquiry in PACE. Second, that the charges for corruption
against Luca Volonte, first formulated by prosecutors in Milan, have already been dismissed
in Italy. And third, that a small conspiratorial network, which pursues nefarious objectives in
an illegitimate manner, stands behind all allegations, which must therefore be ignored.
Leave everything to Italian courts
Why not leave everything to Italian courts? The obvious response is that Italian courts are not
responsible for the PACE Code of Conduct. PACE is. In addition, PACE members are
constantly monitoring and questioning decisions of national institutions. This is in fact the
raison d'etre of the Council of Europe. Thus, whatever happens in Italian courts, the case for
an independent investigation of serious breaches of the PACE Code of Conduct initiated by
PACE remains overwhelming: it is the reputation and credibility of the Council of Europe
that is at stake after all.
The Italian judiciary has dismissed the case against Volonte
On 7 March the parliamentarian who had paid Luca Volonte millions of Euros, Azerbaijani
Elkhan Suleymanov, wrote an open letter to other PACE members:
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"As we are all supporters of the Rule of Law, thus considering and respecting Court's
decisions, allow me to ask you – kindly but firmly – to respect also the January 27th 2016
Milan Court decision, stating not to proceed on the charge of corruption."

Luca Volonte himself also wrote a letter to members of the Bureau, stressing that "all charges
on corruption against me were dropped by the Preliminary Judge of Milan Court on last
January 27th."
However, any suggestion that the Volonte case has been dropped in Italy is misleading.
During the preliminary hearing at the first-instance court in Milan on 27 January, the judge
upheld the charge of money laundering. He also accepted that Volonte received €2,390,000
from Suleymanov, but argued that Volonte was covered by immunity for his votes cast as a
PACE member. This was followed by an appeal by the prosecutors in Milan who argued that
Volonte's actions were such that they fall outside the cover of immunity. The question of a
trial for corruption is now before the Italian Supreme Court of Cessation. For PACE to
dismiss it would be to prejudge the decision of Italy's highest court of appeal.
The whole corruption debate is a conspiracy
This is the most curious argument against an investigation. It is not addressing any of the
specific claims and facts, but is an attempt to change the focus of the debate. On 6 March a
Brussels-based lobbying group, the European Strategic Intelligence and Security Center
(ESISC), published a document entitled "The Armenian Connection". ESISC has whitewashed Azerbaijan's record as a "Model for Good Governance" before. By its own account, it
defends "the complex or delicate operations of states or companies through our modern and
effective lobbying practice".
ESISC argues that all allegations against Azerbaijan are due to a "small clique" having
captured the Council of Europe. ESI's chairman Gerald Knaus is presented as the
"mastermind of this discrete, if not clandestine operation". A handful of MPs and a
mysterious Mr. X. (recently "revealed" as the current Commissioner for Human Rights, Nils
Muizniek) have worked jointly to destabilise Azerbaijan, ESISC claims. Their motivation – or
rather that of mysterious forces behind them, which include US philanthropist George Soros –
is that they "eye with interest the hydrocarbon reserves of the country".
Never mind that the ESISC report is full of lies (such as claiming that German PACE member
Strasser holds pro-Armenian views and citing as evidence that he went to Yerevan in 2015 to
commemorate the Armenian genocide, when Strasser has never in his life been to independent
Armenia). Most strikingly, neither Suleymanov nor ESISC even mention or try to explain the
fact e that one member of PACE paid another member of PACE huge sums of money without
a good explanation.
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Leaders of party groups in PACE and members of the Bureau

Pedro Agramunt
PACE President, Spain

Axel Fischer
Leader of EPP, Germany

Jordi Xucla
Leader of Alde, Spain

Tiny Kox
Leader of Left, Netherlands

Michele Nicoletti
Leader of Socialists, Italy

Ian Liddell-Grainger
Leader of Conservatives, UK

The hour of truth
In recent months parliamentarians across all political groups, media across Europe, the most
respected human rights and transparency groups, all have noted that this is an existential crisis
for Europe's oldest human rights body. So has Thorbjorn Jagland, secretary general of the
Council of Europe, former Norwegian prime minister and former head of the Nobel Peace
Prize commission. In a recent letter to Pedro Agramunt he wrote:
"As Secretary General of the Council of Europe, it is not within my mandate to
investigate parliamentarians. Nevertheless, the Parliamentary Assembly, as a statutory
body of the Council of Europe, elects the Human Rights Commissioner, judges to the
European Court of Human Rights as well as the Secretary General. In light of these
important functions, it is paramount that all of its members act with integrity and are
perceived as doing so by the wider public.
I am therefore appealing to you personally to use your authority to expedite the decision
to establish an independent external investigation body without any further delay. The
Parliamentary Assembly will soon elect a number of judges to the European Court of
Human Rights, as well as the Human Rights Commissioner. It is my duty to ensure that
these elections take place in line with the highest standards."

What is at stake next week is clear: either there will be a decision for an "independent external
investigation body without any further delay", as many delegations argued, as the bureau
requested and as Jagland recommended. Or we will see continued delay, obfuscation, perhaps
a weak and impossible mandate, or a farcical internal enquiry without resources, time and
independence.
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The choice – and thus the future legitimacy of the Council of Europe – is now in the hands of
33 men and women (see below who they are, and how you might contact them); and, if they
fail to act, in the hands of those of the whole of PACE or even other institutions of the
Council of Europe.
Yours sincerely,

Gerald Knaus

The bureau members who will decide the future of the Council of Europe next week:
Name
AGRAMUNT, Pedro
GALE, Roger
ROUQUET, Rene
OOMEN-RUIJTEN, Ria
SCHOU, Ingjerd
NAGHDALYAN, Hermine
MIKKO, Marianne
GUTIERREZ, Antonio
KUCUKCAN, Talip
NEMETH, Zsolt
GAMBARO, Adele

Country
Spain
United Kingdom
France
Netherlands
Norway
Armenia
Estonia
Spain
Turkey
Hungary
Italy

Party
EPP
EC
SOC
EPP
EPP
EC
SOC
SOC
EC
EPP
ALDE
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E-Mail
pedro.agramunt@senado.es
galerj@parliament.uk
rrouquet@assemblee-nationale.fr
ria.oomen-ruijten@eerstekamer.nl
isc@stortinget.no
hermineh.naghdalyan@parliament.am
marianne.mikko@riigikogu.ee
aglimones@congreso.es
talip.kucukcan@tbmm.gov.tr
zsolt.nemeth@parlament.hu
adele.gambaro@senato.it
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FISCHER, Axel Eduard
LOUCAIDES, George
MENDES, Ana Caterina
DJUROVIC, Aleksandra
JORDANA, Carles
LOGVYNSKI, Georgii
MADEJ, Robert
KYRIAKIDES, Stella
VAHALOVA, Dana
JENSEN, Michael Aastrup
NICOLETTI, Michele
LIDDELL-GRAINGER, Ian
XUCLA, Jordi
KOX, Tiny
JENSEN, Mogens
DESTEXHE, Alain
GAFAROVA, Sahiba
ARIEV, Volodymyr
CENTEMERO, Elena
PREDA, Cezar Florin
MAURY PASQUIER, Liliane
CILEVICS, Boriss

Germany
Cyprus
Portugal
Serbia
Andorra
Ukraine
Slovak Republic
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Italy
United Kingdom
Spain
Netherlands
Denmark
Belgium
Azerbaijan
Ukraine
Italy
Romania
Switzerland
Latvia

EPP
UEL
SOC
EPP
ALDE
EPP
SOC
SOC
SOC
ALDE
SOC
EC
ALDE
UEL
SOC
ALDE
EC
EPP
EPP
EPP
SOC
SOC
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axel.fischer@bundestag.de
gloukaides@parliament.cy
catarina@ps.parlamento.pt
aleksandrasns@gmail.com
carles.jordana@parlament.ad
glogvynskyi@rada.gov.ua
robert_madej@nrsr.sk
skyriakidou@parliament.cy
vahalovad@psp.cz
michael.aastrup@ft.dk
nicoletti_m@camera.it
ianlg@parliament.uk
jordi.xucla@congreso.es
m.j.m.kox@eerstekamer.nl
mogens.jensen@ft.dk
alain@destexhe.be
international@meclis.gov.az
ariev.volodymyr@rada.gov.ua
centemero_e@camera.it
dropi@cdep.ro
liliane.maurypasquier@parl.ch
boriss.cilevics@saeima.lv

